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Abstract— Flapping-wing insect-scale robots (<500 mg) offer
enormous potential advantages over larger robots in applica-
tions such as agricultural support, environmental monitoring,
and exploration of hazardous locations or extra-terrestrial
space. Scaling laws that confer advantages to smaller robots,
such as reduced materials cost and lower power requirements,
also pose miniaturization challenges. Here we address the
challenge of supplying a high voltage, oscillating signal to
piezoelectric actuators that can be modulated to vary wing
thrust. We present a system capable of modulating thrust for
the generation of forces and torques required for control of
flapping-wing insect sized robots. The power electronics unit
with boost converter and two drivers is 90 mg including optional
15 mg output storage capacitor (not including 8 mg MCU).
The boost converter operates at 30–40% efficiency at 240 V
output under driver load and supplied with 7 V, and the driver
produces sinusoidal wing flapping signals at typical operating
output voltages of 160–220 Vpp with <14% total harmonic
distortion. The system can linearly modulate measured thrust
over 70% of the tested amplitude range from 40–200 Vpp.
The thrust modulation reported here is necessary to realize
controlled flight using on-board power systems, instead of
externally provided signals via a wire tether.

I. INTRODUCTION

A critical aspect of any control system is the actuation.
This is especially true for the fast and unstable dynamics
of lightweight flying insect-sized robots (FIRs) such as [1]
(Fig. 1). It was demonstrated in [2] that bimorph (two-layer)
bending beam piezoelectric actuators can be used to flap the
wings of FIRs and achieve stable flight control, but these
‘flight muscles’ require precise high voltage electrical sig-
nals. To date, flight control demonstrations of piezo-actuated
robots have required benchtop piezo amplifiers (e.g. Trek
model 2205 in [3]). These serve to amplify the low voltages
(e.g. 0–5 V) produced by the flight control system to 200–
300 V required by the piezoelectric actuators. Alternatives
to piezoelectric actuation that do not have a high voltage
requirement, such as electromagnetic coils [4], [5] have not
yet demonstrated sufficient power density or independent
wing control at the size scale we are concerned with here
(less than 500 mg).

This work is concerned with the technology needed to
move the high voltage signal generator on-board the robot,
that is, creating an on-board power electronics unit (PEU).
We assume the bimorph piezoelectric actuators will be driven
in ‘simultaneous drive’ mode to provide a balance between
low weight and efficiency [6]. In simultaneous drive, the two
outer surfaces of the piezo cantilevers are held at a fixed
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Fig. 1: The UW Robofly shown with flight-weight
power electronics, on-board PV cell power source, and
microcontroller. A pencil tip is shown for scale. Shown
at lower left is a flight-weight implementation of the
updated power electronics unit (PEU) reported here that
additionally features two complete half-bridge drivers
for independent dual-wing control.

potential difference, VBias, while the middle layer between
the two piezos is excited by a unipolar sinusoidal signal VSig
(Fig. 2). Motivated by a plan to eventually bring the PEU
on-board, the flight control demonstrations of [7], [2], [1]
all used piezo actuators in simultaneous drive configuration.

By careful control of the bias voltage VBias and the
sinusoidal flapping signal VSig, the resulting time-varying
electric field across both layers of the bending-beam bimorph
actuators produces actuator tip motion according to the
inverse piezoelectric effect. This in turn moves the wings
through a high-ratio cantilever arm in the transmission. Mod-
ifications to the baseline sinusoid VSig, such as changes in its
amplitude Vpp, DC offset, and adding a second harmonic, can
produce all of the torques and forces necessary to control
a two-winged FIR in flight [8], [2]. Furthermore, it has
been recently shown that these same signal perturbations are
sufficient to actuate FIRs underwater [9] and on the ground
and the surface of the water [1].

Using benchtop piezo amplifiers, connected to the FIR
through a thin wire tether, is convenient to demonstrate
functionality of the flight actuation apparatus [10], [2]. This



is because high voltage, low-impedance amplifiers are com-
mercially available in form factors suitable for the benchtop.
However, use of a wire tether is clearly undesirable because
of how it limits the useful range of the robots and confounds
many aspects of flight control [7].

There are smaller, commercially available piezo drivers,
but they are either too heavy for FIRs which weigh <
200 mg or not suitable for driving bimorph actuators at suf-
ficiently high voltage. Boréas Technologies, (Bromont, QC,
Canada) offers piezo driver ICs such as BOS1901 which stem
from [11] and are impressively efficient and within SWaP
constraints of FIRs. But these can generate a maximum
190 Vpp differential drive signal (not ground referenced)
and don’t supply a bias rail in this higher voltage operation
mode. Alternatively, custom power electronics using discrete
components provide design flexibility and can meet design
needs within size, weight, and power (SWaP) constraints.
Such custom flight-weight power electronics have been pre-
sented [6] and utilized [12], [13]. Recently, progress has been
made in on-board power systems on FIRs such as the UW
Robofly [12] and the Harvard Robobee [13]. These robots
were powered wirelessly. However, their flights were in open
loop, that is, with uncontrolled flapping, resulting in very
short flights, all of which were less than a second.

Here, we report an advance in this area by demonstrating
a system that is small enough (≈ 90 mg not including
controller) to fly on an FIR that can also modulate its output
waveform in a way that can, repeatably, vary the thrust output
of the flapping wings. The waveform it produces is close to
a pure sinusoid. This avoids exciting high-frequency self-
bending modes of the piezoelectric actuators that can induce
high strains reduce efficiency. Of particular importance, this
can reduce cracking [14].

Because roll torque for the UW Robofly [7], [3], [15],
[1] is based on body geometry and wing placement, a
linear actuator for thrust force given commanded flapping
amplitude is prerequisite for attitude and position control of
the robot in flight. This waveform generator can also be used
to drive the DC offset and additional harmonic content of Vsig
needed for both pitch and yaw torques, as discussed in [2],
[16], [1].

II. ROBOT HARDWARE

Physical Instantiation

Experiments were performed with, and our system de-
sign targets, application on an enlarged version of the UW
Robofly that was first introduced in [3]. Key differences
from its predecessor [1], [12] are a widened actuator and
reoriented actuator to improve control authority and increase
lift. Each of its two wings is coupled to an assembly that
consists of a piezoelectric cantilever and a rigid airframe
and flexure-based transmission made of laser-micromachined
carbon fiber composite. In such designs, whose passive wing
hinge traces its lineage to [10], careful mechanical design
of the actuator, transmission, and wing hinge is needed to
ensure that the angle of attack and piezo system maximize
both lift and efficiency [17], [18].

It is worth remarking in passing that even though the
system is operated at mechanical resonance, its small scale
precludes voltage amplification through an AC transformer
or configuration in electrical resonance. This is because
the relatively low flapping frequency (100–200 Hz) would
require prohibitively large inductors.

On-board Power Electronics (PEU)

On the benchtop, high-voltage linear amplifiers are able
to drive a wide variety of piezo actuator configurations
under unpredictable loading conditions because they have
high gain, fast feedback, and low output impedance. This
approach has the benefit of convenience but it is impossible
for a PEU within the SWaP constraints of an FIR due to the
high component count and excessive weight of high-voltage
and high-gain linear amplifier circuitry in either discrete or
IC form.

Our system instead relies on an on-board microcontroller
operating the PEU in pulse frequency modulation (PFM) and
using digital feedback. This reduces the component count,
but entails overcoming other sources of difficulty:

1) obtaining fast and accurate measurements for feedback
control of the high-voltage output. Voltage divider trade-
offs between equivalent impedance vs. output range and
noise. IBias and Isig are difficult to measure on the FIR
due to the need for large amplification, filtering, and
difficulty of miniaturized high-side current measurement

2) coupling between VBias and Vsig because current for Vsig
is drawn from VBias and the capacitive coupling of the
piezoelectric actuator layers

3) variable authority in the driver stage for both the high-
side and low-side, that depend on the instantaneous
voltage differentials VBias−Vsig, Vsig−gnd, respectively.

4) unpredictable range of power draw depending on dy-
namic loading, which is a function of highly complex
and incompletely understood fluid mechanics of flap-
ping wing insect flight.

5) unpredictable power factor, which is a function of
dynamic actuator impedance, wing mechanism inertia,
and aerodynamic forces

6) limited on-board computational resources
We outline in Section III how these were overcome.
Two basic power conversion & driving topologies have

demonstrated promising results in piezo-actuated FIRs with
discrete as opposed to monolithic ([19], [20]) PEUs:

1) Boost converter and half-bridge driver for bimorph
actuators in simultaneous drive. It was proposed for
FIRs in [21] and used for the first wireless FIR flight
in [12], as well as piezoelectric actuated robots such
as [22], [23], and [24]. In typical FIR implementation,
a DC-DC switched mode converter using a high-turns
ratio coupled-inductor provides the high voltage DC
bias rail, and a transistor half-bridge driver alternately
switches the center node VSig of the bimorph actuator
between VBias and 0 V in order to achieve the desired
waveform over time. The half-bridge driver is a linear
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Fig. 2: Diagram showing the principle of operation of a single piezo-actuated wing in the UW Robofly. (left) A bimorph
cantilever-beam piezoelectric actuator is fastened rigidly to the airframe at one end. At the other, it is connected to a
transmission with a short lever arm, providing a large angular amplification of the small tip motion of the actuator.
Under typical conditions, the wing amplitude is around 90◦. (middle and right) As the voltage signal oscillates, the top
and bottom piezo actuators are alternately charged. The resulting electric field induces a small strain in the piezoelectric
material, which results in motion at the tip of the actuator. This causes the flapping motion. The wing rotates passively
around a wing hinge due to aerodynamic thrust, resulting in insect-like flapping kinematics that produce lift.

driver. As such, it is inefficient for both large voltage
reduction and for the piezoelectric actuator’s reactive
power, fundamentally because it must dump electrical
charge to ground to drive negative ISig. Efficiency is
further reduced when there is a large instantaneous
dVSig/dt because of the piezo’s capacitive reactance. Some
of this energy can be recovered if additional hardware
including a coil is added [21], [6], but it is uncertain
whether the additional weight results in a net energy
savings or not in flight.

2) Bi-directional power conversion and piezo drive. A bi-
directional converter can incorporate the high-ratio volt-
age step up as well as directly drives VSig. This avoids
the inefficiency of the half-bridge driver by ‘recovering’
power from the actuator back to the supply, as when
driving negative dVSig/dt. This was demonstrated on FIRs
in [13] where thin-film PV cells bathed in ≈ 3 suns of
light powered a wireless (uncontrolled) sustained flight
of an FIR. The downside is that a VBias rail is not
supplied, and so in that particular implementation only
one half of the bimorph is energized at any one time,
reducing the power density of the actuator (its power
produced per unit mass).

Although bi-directional power conversion is more efficient
as shown in [13], that implementation sacrificed power den-
sity in the bimorph actuators, and generally requires one coil
per signal in addition to a DC bias source for implementation
of simultaneous drive for bimorphs [21]. Extending that
topology, flight control in a two-winged robot (rather than
open-loop flight) would require 4 coils. In contrast, the first
topology requires only a single coil at the expense of added
transistors and decreased efficiency. Given that coils are the
most massive component on a PEU for an FIR, in this work
we therefore have employed the first topology.

Fig. 3 gives a schematic and description of key elements
of our PEU design.

DC-DC Converter and half-bridge driver

The DC-DC converter should be capable of 200 mW
at 200–250 V at a current ∝ C dVSig

dt to the driver for our
FIR. This work utilizes coupled-inductor boost converter
topology proposed in [6], [25]. An improvement to the PEU
utilized in [12] is the use of a GanFET (EPC2110, Efficient
Power Conversion Corporation, El Segundo, CA) as the
boost converter switching element for improved efficiency
and weight, similar to [26]. Additionally, a larger capacitor,
C2 in Fig. 3 and visible in Fig. 4, was utilized to ease control
of VBias.

The half-bridge driver stage consists of high-side and low-
side transistor arrangements depicted in Fig. 3. As described
above, the microcontroller drives these transistors in order
to pull VSig towards VBias during increasing reference, or
alternately to reduce VSig by sinking charge from the piezo-
electric actuator to ground. PFM is used to the to drive the
transistors to ensure more predictable switching in the half-
bridge driver, and to avoid boost converter switching losses
by using an optimal fixed pulse width.

III. METHODS

Here we describe how we created the desired waveform,
measured the output of the PEU, and measured thrust from
the flapping wing of an FIR. In all experiments and depicted
waveforms, the VSig is set to have DC-offset equal to half
the VBias command, which corresponds to a zero pitch-torque
command [2], [15].

Creating arbitrary repeatable waveforms given varying
loads under the constraints of an FIR-compatible PEU (Sec-
tion II) required devising a means to obtain lookup tables
to generate appropriate periodic pulse trains for both the
driver and boost converter. We devised an iterative learning
controller using an LT-Spice based simulation.This simula-
tion implements the circuit and lumped parameter model for
actuator and load shown in Fig. 3. The actuator load (equated
to series RCL elements) is the Van Dyke model described in
IEEE piezoelectricity standards and also detailed in [6]. The
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Fig. 3: PEU Circuit schematic. A microcontroller (MCU) controls the system. On the left, a coupled-inductor high-
voltage DC-DC boost converter produces an approximately constant VBias. A signal driver draws from this voltage
source to produce an oscillating signal Vsig using a half-bridge. At right is a model of the behavior of the piezoelectric
bimorph actuator including resonance and air drag on the wing. For both VBias and Vsig, a voltage divider scales the
voltage down to a range compatible with the ADC in the MCU. An iterative-learning feedback controller minimizes
the difference from reference voltage. To drive a second wing, a second driver would be incorporated.

simulation results using this model were validated against
the physical circuit and robot mechanism during this work.
In this approach, the output of the previous cycle is stored
in memory, compared to the reference signal, and linear
corrections to the PFM look-up tables are made online. This
repetitive learning occurs of a period of approximately 200
cycles in this work.

We then fabricated a benchtop version of the PEU (Fig. 4
and implemented the controller in C on a ST Microelectron-
ics STM32F4 microcontroller, chosen because it provides
many timers, a small (8 mg) package, and floating-point
math. The voltage divider outputs from the PEU sensing
circuitry were measured by the ADC of the STM32F4 micro-
controller at the controller sampling frequency of 8.1 kHz.
The code was debugged and tuned on a passive resistor-
capacitor (RC) circuit with impedance similar to the load of
the FIR’s piezo actuator-wing system. The lumped-parameter
coefficients modeling the FIR’s wing system were found to
be highly variable due to wear and varying payload, making
model-based control design difficult. The RC test load,
therefore, was valuable for empirical tuning even though it
does not exhibit the resonance of the target load.

Voltages VBias and VSig were directly measured by os-
cilloscope (Rigol DS1054Z) at 10 kHz. Simultaneously, a
running log of preceding 10 flapping cycles was stored in the
MCU until the end of the experiment and then transmitted
via UART to a custom-written NI LabVIEW software inter-
face. Additionally, a custom circuit used isolation amplifiers
(AMC1302, Texas Instruments) to measure the highside
currents IS, IBias, and ISig depicted in Fig. 3, and these
measurements were logged by an NI USB digital acquisition
system (DAQ) concurrently with oscilloscope measurements.
Oscilloscope, MCU, and DAQ measurements were synchro-
nized in time by measuring an additional digital timing signal
produced by the MCU. Fig. 5 shows an example learned
waveform driving the RC load.

To measure thrust, a single wing in a Robofly similar to [3]
was driven by the PEU while mounted to a capacitive force
sensor similar to that presented in [27]. This sensor measures

small displacements, read-out as changes in capacitance,
of a flexible beam. This configuration provides a high-
bandwidth, low-error measurement of the beam position. The
beam was configured so that thrust force from the wing
induced deformation along its flexible mode. The output
of the capacitance meter (Microsense 8810) varies linearly
with displacement and therefore applied force, and was also
measured by the NI DAQ and LabVIEW software interface.
To eliminate sensor drift, the electrical current and force
sensors were zeroed by taking a time-averaged measurement
after settling for several seconds after wing flapping ceased.

Fig. 4: Benchtop version of the PEU. Compared to the
flight-weight PEU in Fig. 1, it has smaller dimensions,
is on a heavier non-flex FR-4 substrate that is easier to
prototype but is functionally equivalent, includes addi-
tional connections for characterization, uses a GaNFET
as the the boost converter switch, uses a larger bias
capacitor C2, and the coupled inductor’s shield was not
removed. The MCU is on an external PCB for ease
of development. The authors previously demonstrated
these components on a single flex circuit in [12].

All thrust experiments were done at 240 V bias, near the
250 V maximum voltage rating of the PEU’s components.
This maximizes potential thrust and control authority but
reduces boost converter efficiency.

Insofar as end-to-end efficiency, because the half-bridge
driver loses reverse-power (i.e. dumps to ground any negative
ISig), we have zeroed the reverse power as in [1] and do not
consider negative power to be ‘returned’. Using measured
currents as indicated in Fig. 3, with ÎSig = max(0, ISig),
and x as the time average, taken over 10-cycles, end-to-end
efficiency is given by:
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Fig. 5: Typical voltage over time normalized to the
period of one wing-stroke, from the PEU driving the
RC ‘dummy’ load, showing that it follows the reference
signal well. Settings: frequency 160 Hz, 160 Vpp,
120 VDC offset from gnd, and bias signal VBias = 240 V.
Oscilloscope measurements (“Actual") assumed to be
ground truth are overlain, showing agreement with
online ADC measurements (“Measured") made by the
MCU. The abscissa is time normalized to the period of
one wing stroke.
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Fig. 6: Typical waveform from the PEU driving a
Robofly wing to follow a sinusoidal reference signal,
showing slightly diminished performance relative to the
RC load. Waveform settings are the same as in Figure 5.

IV. RESULTS

The estimated weight of our PEU excluding interchange-
able microcontroller but including flex PCB, larger bias
storage capacitor, and dual drivers is 90 mg, fitting within
the payload budget of a <500 mg flying insect robot (FIR).

Fig. 7 shows that the PEU is capable of producing signals
across a range of desired amplitudes. Relatively good control
of VBias,VSig can be observed as a relatively small deviation
from reference and a nearly constant DC bias voltage, de-
spite the large range of instantaneous boost converter power
throughout the flapping cycle.
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Fig. 7: The PEU can consistently produce wave-
forms across a range of desired amplitudes and VBias,
while maintaining a nearly constant VBias. From top-to-
bottom, the VBias/VSig set-points are respectively: 240/40;
150/60; 240/100; 240/140; 200/150; 240/200.

A. Waveform quality

The flight mechanics of FIRs and insects alike require
smooth wing motion to maximize lift and minimize wear on
the mechanism. piezoelectric actuators are extremely high-
bandwidth which is advantageous for control [28]. But it
also means that distortion of the VSig is transmitted directly
to the actuator, and the wings. It is desirable to avoid
high frequency content of the waveform because the half-
bridge driver topology is inefficient with reactive power,
and the piezoelectric actuators can be easily damaged by
discontinuous VSig,VBias or frequency content at the actu-
ator’s resonant frequency [14]. Kinematic analysis of the
wing motion at some radius from the wing root in [13],
indicates that harmonic distortion is substantially filtered by
the transmission and wing mechanism. Nevertheless, it is
unknown how thrust and efficiency are impacted, if at all,
by harmonic distortion.

Fig. 8 shows a Fourier decomposition of the 160 Vpp com-
manded waveform shown in Fig. 6 for 10 cycles. It shows
moderate frequency content far away from the fundamental
frequency of the reference signal, with a total harmonic
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over 10 wing-flapping cycles.

distortion (THD) of 14%, which includes quantization ef-
fects. The waveform applied to the RC test load depicted
in Fig. 5, had the benefit from more cycles of controller
training, and is visibly superior with a lower THD of 8%.
The contribution of measurement noise is difficult to know
with certainty, given the measurement apparatus, but it is
conjectured to represent a non-negligible component of the
waveform’s harmonic content. Excessive low-side actuation
at t = 1.4 cycles in Fig. 6 results in VSig error, VBias droop
due to loading, and self-induced measurement noise.

Assuming the oscilloscope’s direct measurements of VBias
and VSig are ground truth, the microcontroller’s measure-
ments are noisier (Figs. 6 and 5). On FIRs, software or
hardware filtering must be carefully considered due to trade-
offs in computational expense and time-delays or potential
loading effects on already high-impedance on-board voltage
dividers for VBias,VSig.
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Fig. 9: Measured thrust in milligram-force is approxi-
mately linear over commanded signal amplitude. Sam-
ple size at each commanded amplitude is labeled above
the data.

B. Controlled Thrust

Fig. 9 shows that wing thrust varies essentially linearly
with voltage amplitude (with exceptions at very large and
small amplitude). This matches previous results showed on
a FIR driven with a standard benchtop piezo amplifier [29],
indicating that our PEU’s output is not significantly different
from a controls perspective.

As commanded amplitude decreases, the slope of the
T (Vcmd) levels off as expected due to the correspondingly
small stroke velocity of the wing and resultant decrease of
the wing’s passive angle-of-attack and thrust generation. We
conjecture that decreasing thrust per command T (Vcmd) at
higher commanded amplitude > 200 V may be due to limi-
tations of other parts of the transmission-wing system, such
as wing flexing or transmission non-linearities. Although the
specific slope of the T (Vcmd) and maximum thrust achieved
by this half-fly is expected to vary dramatically for robots
of different design and state of repair, the strong linearity
of the measured thrust over commanded flapping amplitude
is vital to linear controllers such as used for roll angle and
altitude in [7]. This result is therefore an important step for
achieving autonomous flight for FIRs.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This work reports the first PEU at a weight compatible

with an FIR that is capable of modulating wing thrust. This
capability is essential for flight control, because it is needed
to vary loft and/or roll torque on a two-winged robot. Results
were validated with thrust measurements on an FIR.

Because the system can produce arbitrary yet precisely-
controlled and repeated waveform, it provides a direct path to
creating the signals needed to actuate pitch and yaw torques,
which are needed for attitude and position control [2], [16],
[7]. Pitch and yaw torques are driven by modulating VSig’s
DC offset from VBias/2, and adding a 2nd harmonic content [2].

Achieving lift-to-weight ratio > 1 for our FIR carry-
ing PEU and anticipated sensor suite [7] will require
VBias>200 V, VSig>180 Vpp. The bottom waveform of Fig. 7
exceeded this, and with stroke-averaged power to the ac-
tuators of Pnet = 85 mVA had an end-to-end efficiency of
20%, and boost converter efficiency of 35% when supplied
with an expected supply voltage of Vs = 7 V as from
onboard photovoltaic power sources [12]. our measured end-
to-end efficiency of 20% under full load is less than the
28% reported in [13], which is expected for our half-bridge
topology.

In our experience, FIRs driven by standard piezo ampli-
fiers require trimming to eliminate bias torques [3], and
demonstrate variation in thrust from robot to robot and
due to mechanical wear. We anticipate that PEU calibration
would entail an additional learning phase while tethered to
the ground. The PEU would learn and store a number of
waveforms in lookup tables (e.g. Fig. 7). In controlled flight,
the PEU could then interpolate between stored tables to
produce arbitrary commanded waveforms, achieving a high
control bandwidth.

Our simple linear controller was able to learn how to
make sinusoids with low distortion. Future improvements
will reduce the weight of the output capacitor, improve the
waveform, broaden the range of load impedances that can
be accommodated, speed up calibration, improve signal am-
plitude range closer to the bias for greater control authority,
use the controller look-up table adjustments to monitor load
conditions, and allow the system to adapt to gradual changes
from mechanical wear.
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